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We all have tools to help slow the spread of COVID-19.  
Frequent handwashing, wearing masks, and social distancing 
help protect yourself and those you love. And now, our newest 
tool is the COVID-19 vaccine. Used together, these tools  
provide the best chance of getting our community, schools, 
and businesses back to normal as soon as possible. 

Should you get a COVID-19 vaccination? 
It is your choice whether you decide to get a COVID-19  
vaccination. Having questions about the vaccine is  
understandable. There is a lot of misinformation out there.  
It is important to know the facts. 

Did you know: 
      •  COVID-19 spreads very easily and can be deadly. 
      •  Researchers worldwide have joined forces to bring us a  
         safe, tested, and effective vaccine for COVID-19.
      •  The vaccine cannot make you sick with COVID-19 and  
         does not affect your DNA. 
      •  The vaccine is a tool to slow the spread of the virus and 
          help our community get back to normal.
      •  Vaccinations are being given locally. 

Whether you choose to get vaccinated to protect yourself,  
a family member who is at high risk, or your friends and 
neighbors—these tiny pokes make a big impact. 

For more information, or to  
schedule a COVID-19 vaccination, visit:
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Spectrum Health Lakeland  
800.LAKELAND (525.3526)

Berrien County Health Department 
800.815.5485 

spectrumhealthlakeland.org/vaccine   
bchdmi.org/covid19



NEW AND NOTABLE

Since opening in October 2020, the Center for Better 
Health, located at 100 W. Main Street in Benton Harbor,  
has served more than 400 community members,  
provided 1,000 personal protective equipment kits, and 
administered more than 120 COVID-19 vaccinations.  
The center, which operates Tuesday through Friday 
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., is supported by the Health Equity 
Endowment Fund established by Spectrum Health 
Lakeland in June 2020.

“The COVID-19 pandemic has been a deeply painful 
experience for our nation and has elevated the widespread 
health challenges faced by many communities of color,” 
said Lynn Todman, PhD, vice president of health equity, 
Spectrum Health Lakeland. “The Center for Better Health offers a unique opportunity to help narrow racial 
health inequities by providing care and support close to where people live.” 

Staff at the Center for Better Health can assist with employment opportunities, government benefits, legal 
navigation, mental health counseling, social service navigation, and health coaching, among other services. 
Area residents can obtain free personal protective equipment including masks, hand sanitizer, and soap. 
Health screenings and immunizations are also available. 

For more information, call 269.408.2258 or visit shlcenterforbetterhealth.org  

Center for Better Health works to narrow racial health inequities
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Renovations are currently underway within the  
bariatric and orthopedic units at Spectrum Health 
Lakeland Niles Hospital. The $1.34 million investment  
is the first step in a multiphase investment to  
enhance the health care experience in Niles and the 
surrounding communities. 

The project will consist of:
      •  Seven private patient rooms with large bathrooms,  
         showers, and bariatric toilets
      •  Updated and expanded nurses’ station
      •  Upgraded mechanical systems

“We look forward to the many ways this renovation 
will allow us to offer high-tech modernizations and 
enhance the overall experience for patients who undergo orthopedic or bariatric surgery,” said Ray Cruse, 
president, Spectrum Health Lakeland Niles Hospital. “By expanding access to these services it also allows 
patients in Niles, and the surrounding communities, access to the care they need close to home."

 

    To date, community members have raised over $295,000 in support of the project. For more information,  
    or to donate, visit spectrumhealthlakelandfoundation.org or call 269.927.5111

$1.34 million renovation underway at Niles hospital



An important relationship:  
Diabetes and physical activity

HEALTHY HABITS
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During times of stress, physical activity can be an effective way to help manage how you feel. For people 
with diabetes, getting exercise is crucial. Blood sugar and insulin sensitivity are improved with exercise. This 
means lower blood sugar readings and better utilization of insulin. 

Get moving. Wear a fitness tracking device to encourage more active time and to set activity reminders.  
Try not to sit longer than 30 minutes at a time. 

Set goals. Aim to get up and stay up for at least three minutes after you sit for thirty-minutes. Stand, walk 
around, or march in place. Try to plan for at least 150 minutes of aerobic exercise per week (30 minutes, five  
days per week), like walking or biking.

Get creative. Get other household members involved or video chat with a friend. Challenges or competitions 
can make activity more motivating. Try out a mini workout while performing household tasks.

Challenge yourself. Consider high-intensity interval training. This has been shown to greatly improve  
cardiorespiratory fitness. This involves intense effort followed by low intensity moves. Workouts are shorter 
and more challenging, typically 15 to 20 minutes. 

Build muscle. Use a combination of light hand weights, resistance bands, or even your own body weight.  
Work a different muscle group each time—upper body one day and lower body the next.  
This allows your muscles time to recover. 

Recover with stretching. Stretching helps to lengthen muscle fibers. This can  
preserve your range of motion and reduce injury risk. Regular stretching  
can improve balance and prevent falls. 

According to the Berrien County  
Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance 
Survey, 11.7% of respondents had 
been told by a health professional  
that they have diabetes. Black adults  
in Berrien County also reported a 
higher prevalence of diabetes  
diagnosis (21.5%) compared to white 
adults (9.7%). To learn more about 
the important work being done to 
help everyone in our community 
achieve optimal health, visit  
spectrumhealthlakeland.org/chna

Did you know?



Taking control of your  
diabetes with medications
For many people with diabetes, medications are 
an essential part of controlling the disease. Taking 
medications at the right time, dose, and frequency 
that your doctor has prescribed is key to managing 
daily blood sugar levels. Try a few of the tips below  
to stay on track with taking your medications:

Know your medications.  
Understanding how your  
medications work can help  
you to understand the  
importance of taking  
them at the right  
time. Know the names, doses,  
and instructions for the medications your taking.

It’s all about timing. Find the best times to take 
your medications. Ask your diabetes care team about 
the best time of day, spacing between doses, pairing 
medication times with your daily schedule, and 
grouping medications that may be taken together.

Create a routine. Use what you know about the 
timing of your medications to create a daily medication 
routine to help you stay on track. A pill box with AM  
and PM can help you stay organized during each day.

Link your medications with an activity. Keep  
your medication containers at your favorite breakfast 
spot or keep your pill box next to your toothbrush.

Use reminders. Schedule a reminder on your 
phone. Use an app like Glucose Buddy to create daily 
alerts and track each medication. Place a sticky  
note on the refrigerator or pantry door.

Check your success. See if your medication  
plan is working by maintaining a blood sugar log and 
tracking patterns in your blood sugar values and  
noting your A1C. Compare your new A1C to the  
previous one. Seeing blood sugar values and A1C  
improve will help to motivate you to keep up with 
your day-to-day treatment plan.
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For more diabetes tips and resources, search 
"Spectrum Health Lakeland Diabetes Support"  
on Facebook or call 269.556.2868

Know the facts about diabetes

Do I have to ditch the carbs?
Fact: Carbohydrates are one of the main  
energy sources for the body. You should strive  
to eat three meals a day and have some  
carbohydrates at each meal, keeping sensible 
portion sizes in mind. Eliminating  
carbohydrates entirely will likely cause you  
to feel drained of energy. And the drastic  
change can lead to feelings of deprivation. 

Does needing insulin injections mean I failed? 
Fact: Patients with Type 2 diabetes often 
manage their condition with diet, exercise,  
and medication. Sometimes, they reach  
the point where they need insulin injections. 
And when that happens, patients often feel a 
sense of failure. Keep in mind, diabetes is a 
progressive disease. Even if a patient “does 
everything right,” the pancreas may wear down 
and become unable to produce enough of  
the insulin hormone the body needs. Insulin 
should be viewed as one more tool in a  
patient’s toolbox—one that can help them  
live a healthy life.

Is it necessary to follow a diabetic diet?
Fact: Often, newly diagnosed patients 
believe they must bid farewell to their favorite 
foods. No more birthday cake. No chips.  
No sweets. There is no diabetic diet. By learning  
to count carbohydrates to control blood sugar 
it’s possible to make all foods fit. Rather than 
an all-or-nothing approach to change, seek  
to find the middle ground and set small, 
achievable goals that work with your current 
eating patterns. Managing diabetes is not  
all about diet. Lifestyle changes come into play.  
Regular exercise, good sleep patterns,  
and stress management all help manage  
blood sugar levels.
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A
bright 
future
ahead 



               ost 25-year-olds feel like they have their 
               entire life ahead of them. Unfortunately, 
               that wasn’t the case for Niles resident, 
Tashawn Reese, who wondered if he would even  
be around to see the next 20 or 30 years. 
        Tashawn had struggled with weight 
most of his life. Although he had tried 
most every form of diet and exercise, 
he would eventually hit a plateau, become 
discouraged, and give up. At his heaviest 
he weighed over 360 pounds.   
        In addition to the aches and pains 
and lack of energy Tashawn felt daily, 
his weight began to cause more serious 
health conditions such as high blood 
pressure and obstructive sleep apnea. 
Tashawn knew he had a family history  
of heart disease and had lost his  
grandfather to a heart attack. Several years ago, his 
sleep apnea had caused him to fall asleep at the 
wheel and crash his car, nearly costing him his life. 
        “Carrying around all that extra weight made  
every area of my life more difficult,” said Tashawn. "I  
knew this wasn’t something I wanted to struggle with 
anymore. I needed a more permanent solution.” 
        After researching online, Tashawn decided to 
schedule an appointment with the Lakeland Weight 
Loss Center. He attended a Lose Weight…Find Health 
seminar and later met with bariatric surgeon,  
Seth Miller, MD, to discuss his options. 
        “Dr. Miller and his team were very informative  
and supportive throughout the whole process,” said 
Tashawn. “I knew they were on my side and wanted 
what was best for me.” 
        In search of a permanent solution, Tashawn 

decided to undergo Roux-en-Y gastric bypass  
surgery which divides the stomach to form a new,   
smaller pouch for food. As food enters the pouch, it   
quickly fills and causes a sensation of fullness after  
eating only a small portion. Although this type of  

surgery comes with certain life-long 
dietary restrictions, Tashawn is  
thankful to have the Lakeland Weight 
Loss Center team by his side including 
registered dietitian, Selena Diaz, RD. 
        “Selena is extremely helpful in  
suggesting alternative options to the 
foods I enjoy and is always sharing 
the latest products or information with 
me,” said Tashawn. “It’s encouraging  
to know that if I follow their  
recommendations, the size I am now  
is the largest I’ll ever be again.” 

        To date, Tashawn has lost 150 pounds and  
he’s not stopping there. He hopes to soon be off his 
high blood pressure medications and CPAP machine 
for sleep apnea. 
        “At the end of the day, I knew the longer I put off 
the surgery the less of my life I was going to have to  
live and enjoy,” said Tashawn. “With my family history  
of heart disease, it wasn’t something worth waiting 
around for—I wanted to be proactive and get my life 
back under control while I’m still young.” 
        With a newfound outlook on life, and feeling  
more energized overall, Tashawn is excited to be able  
to hike again and go to the beach with his friends  
without feeling self-conscious. He also looks forward  
to visiting a theme park where he can ride the  
attractions without thinking twice about his weight. 
        “I feel like I have a second chance at life,” he said. 

M
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Ready to begin your weight loss journey? Take the next step today. Call 269.687.4673  
or visit lakelandweightlosscenter.com/onlineseminar 

Leading the way in minimally invasive weight loss surgery

Bariatric surgeons, Seth Miller, MD, and Michael Schuhknecht, DO,  
are specially trained to perform weight loss surgery using the da Vinci®  
Xi™ Surgical System. Since 2018, surgeons at the Lakeland Weight Loss  
Center have performed more robotic-assisted weight loss procedures  
than any other health system in West Michigan and Northern Indiana. Michael Schuhknecht, DOSeth Miller, MD



Social distancing and reducing opportunities for person-to-person contact are among the most  
effective means of preventing the spread of COVID-19. As a result, many of our events have been 
canceled, postponed, or made virtual. 

New online community seminar 
Spot skin cancer early

One out of every five people will develop skin  
cancer at some point in their lifetime. If found early,  
when it is small and hasn't spread, skin cancer can  
often be treated with success. Join dermatologist,  
Riddhi Shah, DO, as she discusses types of skin 
cancer, how to identify and treat the disease, and  
the importance of preventative measures and  
regular skin exams.

For the most up to date event listings, visit spectrumhealthlakeland.org/events

Registration: Call 269.927.5361 or visit
stonegatedermatology.com/skincancer

Wednesday, May 12
6 p.m. to 6:30 p.m.
Online seminar 
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Visit spectrumhealthlakeland.org/physicians to learn more about our medical team.

Welcome  new medical staff
Maria Koularmanis, PA

Urology

James Strycker, MD
Family Medicine

Maria Rapciak, DO
General Surgery

Lindsey Kerr, MD
Urology

Sherry Simpson, NP
Family Medicine

Michael Quion, MD
Family Medicine

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
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Statistics show that about one in eight U.S. women will develop breast cancer over the course of her lifetime.  
In Berrien County, 4,000 women meet the definition of being at high risk for developing breast cancer. For this  
reason, it’s important to get yearly mammograms and perform monthly breast self-exams.

There are many factors that can put someone at risk of developing breast cancer:

        •  Family history        •  Lifestyle factors             •  Genetics               •  Personal factors

“Some of these risk factors we have control over and others we can’t change,” said nurse practitioner,  
Kathryn Vera, NP. “Lifestyle factors, such as diet and exercise, would be things you can control.”

What does it mean to be high risk?

Women considered to be at high risk for breast cancer have a lifetime risk of one in five, or 20%. Some factors 
that determine if you’re at high risk include, but are not limited to:
        •  You have a family history of breast cancer diagnosed at or before 50 years of age  
            and are 20 years of age or older.
        •  You have multiple close relatives with a history of breast cancer.
        •  Your family has a known gene mutation with associated increased breast cancer risks.

If any of these factors apply to you, your physician may refer you to the high risk cancer program to evaluate 
your individual risks and determine appropriate screenings. Your family history will be reviewed by a genetic 
counselor and recommendations will be provided.

“All of your health care providers should be aware of your family health history,” said genetic counselor, 
Samantha Witt. “Five to 10% of cancers are hereditary, so providing an accurate history can help a genetic 
counselor look for specific patterns.”

What is the high risk cancer program?

The goals of the program are to identify  
patients who are at risk of developing breast  
cancer, expedite breast cancer diagnosis and  
delivery, and provide genetic counseling  
before and after testing.

“We’re committed to a 72-hour turnaround  
time from biopsy to diagnosis delivery,” said  
Kathryn. “This can greatly help reduce the  
anxiety many women face after hearing there is  
an area of concern on their initial imaging results.”

If you have any questions regarding  
your risk, please call the high risk cancer 
program at 269.932.9337 or visit  
spectrumhealthlakeland.org/highrisk

My family tree has a history 
of breast cancer. Am I at high risk?

TO YOUR HEALTH
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             ne summer’s day, as Stephani Wuthnow 
             entered the barn on her small farm in Niles, 
             she felt short of breath from the quick walk 
up to the building. It was something she’d started  
to notice more lately, but she chalked it up to a  
busy few months.
        Stephani began to feed her goats when she  
suddenly became light-headed and sick to her stomach. 
Feeling like she was going to pass out, the only thing 
she could do was lie down on the barn floor.
        “I honestly thought I was going to die there,” said 
Stephani, as she reflected on the moment.
        For thirty minutes, she stayed on the floor until 

she finally felt well enough to walk back down to the 
house. She began to go about her day as normal, 
then had second thoughts and decided to visit the 
emergency department at Spectrum Health Lakeland 
Niles Hospital.
        Thankfully, she listened to her body. A series of 
tests revealed that a valve in her heart wasn’t working 
correctly and needed to be replaced right away.  
She was transferred to Spectrum Health Lakeland 
Medical Center in St. Joseph for surgery. 
        “It was all so unexpected for me,” said Stephani. 
“Thankfully everyone I encountered was really kind 
which made it easier.”

O

     A 
blessing in disguise
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Trust your heart to us 
You can be confident that you’ll find nationally 
recognized heart care, right here in your own 
community. To learn more, and find a provider   
near you, visit lakelandheart.com

The heart of Lakeland

Has a Lakeland team member positively  
impacted your life or health care journey? From 
simple acts of kindness to life saving efforts, 
you can nominate a team member, department, 
or physician by submitting a story online at 
spectrumhealthlakeland.org/heartoflakeland 

Did you know?
In Berrien County, the prevalence of heart  
attacks and strokes disproportionately affect 
black adults compared to white adults. 

In 2018-2019, 5.6% of white adults reported 
having a heart attack compared to 17.4% of black 
adults. Similarly, 3.2% of white adults reported 
having a stroke compared to 17.4% of black 
adults. Find out more about how we are working 
to meet the health needs of our community at 
spectrumhealthlakeland.org/chna

        Stephani stayed on the cardiac floor to be  
monitored for a few days before surgery. She also met 
with cardiothoracic surgeon, Kourosh Baghelai, MD, 
who further explained the procedure she would  
need to undergo.
        “Everyone spoke highly of Dr. Baghelai,” said 
Stephani. “Before he came to see me, my nurse even 
told me that she would trust him with her own babies.”
        Stephani quickly learned why and said she  
appreciated Dr. Baghelai’s skill and the level of care 
he provided. Her valve replacement surgery was  
successful, and Stephani was transferred to the critical  
care unit to recover before being discharged home.

        “The staff worked so well together,” said Stephani.  
“They were also willing to help one another out. When 
you’re lying there healing, it’s great to hear cheerful 
conversation. I really appreciated that a lot.”
        The nurse supervisor even took time to braid 
Stephani’s hair.
        “Naturally, I didn’t feel good after surgery,  
and it was just so comforting to look a little better,” 
said Stephani. “All the nurses were very capable  
and comforting.”
         Since the surgery and recovery, Stephani has 
noticed improvement in her strength and overall 
health. She also credits the repair of her heart valve 
for her ability to survive a serious staph infection  
she experienced after a root canal.
        “I was in tremendous pain and unable to sleep 
from the infection attacking my body and joints,”  
she said. “I don’t think I would have lived through  
that if I hadn’t had heart surgery. It really was a 
blessing in disguise.”
        Now, Stephani is back to life as normal on the 
farm she shares with her husband, busy with her job 
at Life Action Ministries, and back to tutoring piano 
students again. 
        “I have my life back,” said Stephani. “And one of 
the best things about that is being with my family. 
We have eight young grandchildren. It means a lot to 
my husband and me to be in their lives.”

17.4%

17.4%

5.6%

3.2%

Heart attacks

Strokes

Heart attacks

Strokes

"Thankfully everyone I encountered was  
 really kind which made it easier."



Before you make a purchase at a store, you know how much it will cost.  
Health care should be the same way. We recognize more people have  
high deductible health plans or health savings accounts and they have  
a direct responsibility for their health care costs.

Spectrum Health Lakeland is working hard to provide pricing information  
to help patients and their families make informed health care decisions  
before they have a procedure. Prices are revised each year and are  
subject to change during the year. To establish prices, we consider many factors including:
     •  The cost of providing staff, equipment, facilities, medications, and other supplies
     •  The amount of time our facilities and staff are involved in providing services
     •  Information provided by the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services, the federal agency that  
        manages the Medicare and Medicaid program

“We know that providing excellent services at a responsible cost is key to ensuring a viable system for our  
community for generations to come,” said Paul Konopacki, vice president finance, Spectrum Health Lakeland. 
“Lakeland remains commited to lowering costs for patients, which is a reflection of our mission to improve 
the lives of those we serve.”

Estimate prices with the cost calculator

Prices for more than 450 of the most common services are now available in our new price estimate tool.  
Create your own estimate for shoppable services through Lakeland MyChart or online at  
spectrumhealthlakeland.org/cost. Estimates will be unique to you based on your insurance plan.

To get the most accurate price estimate from the tool, you will need:

     •  Description of your service–this can be the name of your procedure 
        or a CPT code which can be obtained from your medical provider
     •  Insurance information

Please note: Price estimates do not include physicians' fees from your surgeon, anesthesiologist,  
or radiologist. These offices will bill you separately for services and should be able to give you pricing  
information if you call their office directly. Additionally, your actual price may vary based on pre-existing health 
conditions, insurance coverage, and the actual procedure performed.

Preventing surprise billing

Unexpected health care costs can create large financial impacts for patients and their families. We are  
committed to prevent surprise billing. New in 2021, all patients will be notified about potential out-of-network 
costs when they schedule appointments or during the registration process for walk-in services. We will  
provide a good faith estimate of the cost of services before care can be provided. Patients will be asked to 
sign and acknowledge their potential payment responsibility for the out-of-network services.

Understanding the cost of care
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Questions about payment options
To discuss payment options, financial assistance, or billing concerns, contact a Lakeland financial counselor by 
emailing SHLFinancialCounseling@spectrumhealth.org or calling 844.408.4103, option 1



For labor and delivery or patient 
rooms, follow the green and blue 
arrows to the C elevators. Take the 
C elevators down to the basement 
level and follow the green and blue 
arrows to the left to access both the 
A and B elevator bays. 
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Pardon our dust
 Important news to know when visiting Spectrum Health Lakeland Medical Center

When you arrive  
at Spectrum Health  
Lakeland Medical Center  
in St. Joseph, you will  
notice some changes  
to the main entrance  
and wayfinding within  
the hospital.

COMMUNITY INVESTMENT

A new, temporary structure, located 
off the existing entrance corridor, 
will provide access to the rest of the  
facility. Warmer temperatures are 
on the way, but keep in mind the 
temporary structure is partially 
exposed to the outdoors, so please 
dress accordingly. 

To exit, follow the exit signs along 
the walls back to the C elevators 
and take them up to the first floor.  
Follow the hallway back toward the  
temporary entrance structure which  
will lead you to the parking garage. 

To watch a video tour, visit  
spectrumhealthlakeland.org/pavilion 

All patients and visitors should 
park in the parking garage and enter 
the hospital via the first floor. 

If you have an appointment or  
procedure follow the blue arrows to 
the registration desk to check in. 

If you are picking up a loved one, 
there are designated parking spots 
available.

Patients and visitors will undergo  
a health screening, have their  
temperature taken, and be asked to 
put on a mask. If you are visiting a 
patient within the hospital you will 
be asked to show your ID and will 
be given a visitor badge. 



OUR PATIENTS SAY IT BEST

W

B O U N C I N G        B A C K
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               hen he is not in the classroom, Lakeshore 
              elementary school teacher, Jonathan Paulus, 
              likes to stay active. During any given week you 
can find the 37-year-old St. Joseph resident playing 
basketball, running, lifting weights, and spending  
time with his wife and daughter. 
        While playing a game of pick-up basketball with 
friends, Jonathan noticed some discomfort in his left 
knee. Not thinking the pain was anything significant, he 
continued to play through it. In the days that followed 
he tried his best to keep weight off the impacted 
knee, assuming it was a sore muscle. However, when 
he could no longer straighten his knee, he knew it was 
something serious and would require medical care. 
        Jonathan began researching a solution to his 
injury. With multiple recommendations from  
friends and family, he made an appointment with 
orthopedic surgeon and sports medicine specialist, 
Joseph Farber, MD.  

        “I was excited to learn that Dr. Farber’s previous 
experience included working with collegiate athletes,” 
said Jonathan. “I felt like he understood that returning 
to an active lifestyle was my top priority.”
        Following an MRI scan, Jonathan learned he had 
torn his meniscus, the rubbery knee cartilage that 
protects the shinbone from the thighbone. This type of 
tear is one of the most common sports-related injuries. 
        “Dr. Farber took into account the activities I  
enjoyed doing and my everyday lifestyle,” said 
Jonathan. “I was ready to get moving again and I felt 
like he wanted what was best for me.”
        Jonathan discovered he would be a good  
candidate for arthroscopic knee surgery, which would 
offer him the best option for regaining his mobility. 
The procedure created two small incisions through 
which Dr. Farber inserted a small, pen-sized tool  
allowing him to trim the torn cartilage away and repair 
the surrounding damaged ligaments. Using a minimally 



invasive approach, Jonathan experienced less  
scarring, small incisions, and a shorter hospital stay.
        The surgery was a success and within a  
matter of hours after the procedure Jonathan was 
up and walking. 
        “My surgery took place on a Friday and I was back 
to teaching three days later and getting around without 
a cane or crutches within a week,” said Jonathan. 
        To continue strengthening and stabilizing the 
muscles around his knee, Dr. Farber recommended 
physical therapy. Dedicated to his recovery plan,  
Jonathan continued to progress and was soon able 
to return to his regular activities. 
        Now, Jonathan is excited to be back living life 
without restrictions. He started biking and jogging 
regularly. Basketball came soon after. He is  
looking forward to keeping up with his energetic  
family, especially as they prepare for the arrival of 
their second child. 

Exercise is good for the body, and 
with proper precautions, sports injuries 
can often be prevented. The following 
are some basic steps to prevent a 
sports injury:

•  Develop a fitness plan that includes 
cardiovascular exercise, strength 
training, and flexibility. This will help 
decrease your chance of injury.

•  Alternate exercising different 
muscle groups and exercise every 
other day.

•  Cool down properly after exercise 
or sports. It should take two times 
as long as your warm-ups.

•  Stay hydrated. Drink water to prevent 
dehydration, heat exhaustion, and 
heat stroke.

•  Stretching exercises can improve the 
ability of muscles to contract and 
perform, reducing the risk for injury. 

•  Use the right equipment or gear and 
wear shoes that provide support 
and may correct certain foot problems 
that can lead to injury.

•  Rest when tired. Avoid exercise 
when you are tired or in pain.

              Orthopedic surgeons are 
  specially trained to help  
  patients manage certain  
  conditions, relieve pain, 
              restore mobility and 
independence, and return to work and 
other daily activities. To find an orthopedic 
surgeon near you, call 888.313.9167 or 
visit spectrumhealthlakeland.org/ortho

B O U N C I N G        B A C K
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Preventing sports injuries
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EATING HEALTHY

Must-have  
items for a well 
stocked pantry

While we are all facing changes in our daily work and home life routines, one thing we all have in common is  
a need to nourish our bodies.

Vitamins, minerals, nutrients from plant-based foods, and fiber are vital in maintaining a strong, healthy  
immune system that can fight off illness. Stocking foods in your pantry that contain these nutrients can help 
you put together satisfying, immune-supporting meals and snacks for you and your family. 

1. Grains–Choose whole-grain products, specifically those with the word “whole” as the first ingredient.  
These may include staples such as quinoa and brown or wild rice.

2. Beans–Legumes are a great way to add fiber and protein to a meal. These include black beans, pinto 
beans, chickpeas, lentils, white beans, and kidney beans. Rinse and drain canned beans to remove some of 
the extra sodium. Dried beans can also be cooked on the stove, in the slow cooker, or in a pressure cooker.

3. Nuts and seeds–A great source of protein, these also provide fiber and healthy fats. Nuts to have on  
stock include almonds, pecans, and walnuts. Seeds include chia, flax, and sesame. Peanut and almond  
butters are a nutritious crowd pleaser.

4. Herbs and spices–Add a boost of flavor to your dishes and a punch of plant nutrients without extra 
fat or salt. These include basil, cayenne pepper, chili powder, cilantro, cinnamon, black pepper, garlic, ginger, 
nutmeg, oregano, parsley, rosemary, thyme, and turmeric.

5. Vinegar, condiments, and sweeteners–These can add a bright pop to finish a dish and are great  
in homemade dressings, marinades, and sauces. Think about apple cider and balsamic vinegar, dates, dijon 
and whole grain mustard, raw honey, low-sodium broth, and pure maple syrup.

6. Onions and garlic–These ingredients can build flavor and add immune-supporting compounds to meals.

7. Squash and potatoes–Both are shelf-stable champions. They can be kept in a cool, dark pantry for  
extended periods of time and add another layer of nutrient density and bulk to your dishes.

8. Canned goods–Jarred roasted red peppers, canned coconut milk, canned tomatoes and tomato sauce, 
and other canned items save you time and get a healthy, home-cooked meal on the table.

9. Healthy oils–Consider keeping avocado, extra-virgin olive, flax seed, and walnut oil on hand. Make  
sure to store avocado and the extra-virgin olive oils in a cool, dark place to preserve their nutritional quality. 
Flax seed and walnut oils are good for drizzling because, while they are high in Omega-3 fatty acids, they  
become unstable under the heat of cooking. Keep these two refrigerated to preserve nutrients.
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Simple granola bars

Nutrition information (1 bar):
     273 calories, 12.2 g fat, 71.9 mg sodium, 37.1 g carbohydrates, 5.3 g fiber, 19.4 g sugar, 7.7 g protein

Source: Spectrum Health Culinary Medicine; adapted from Health Meets Food

For easy snacking or breakfast the whole  
family will enjoy, try this simple granola bar recipe.  
It’s made exclusively with pantry items, easy to  
make, and tastes like a treat. Other dried fruits like  
apricots or figs can also work well in this recipe  
if you don’t have dates on hand. Feel free to  
swap in other nuts for the peanuts.

Ingredients (10 servings):
     •   1 cup pitted dates
     •   1 cup almonds, unsalted
     •   ¼ cup maple syrup
     •   ¼ cup creamy peanut butter, no sugar added
     •   ¼ teaspoon salt
     •   2 cups rolled oats

Instructions:
     1. Heat oven to 350 degrees.

     2. Line an 8x8 baking dish with parchment paper.

     3. In a large food processor, add the dates and   
         almonds. Process until it forms fine crumbs.

     4. Add the maple syrup, peanut butter, and  
         salt and process until mixture is well  
         combined. Pour mixture into a medium  
         mixing bowl.

     5. Add oats to the mixing bowl and stir  
         until combined.

     6. Pour mixture into the prepared baking  
         dish and pack it down.

     7. Place the dish in the oven and bake for  
         about 18 minutes, until the bars start to get  
         lightly brown around the edges.

     8. Let granola cool in the pan and then once  
         cooled, remove the whole granola square from  
         the pan and place it on a large cutting board. 

     9. Using a large chef’s knife, cut the granola  
         square into 10 bars.
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Let us do the 
heavy lifting.
Surgery is the only way 
to heal a hernia.

Hernias are serious and do not fix  
themselves. If not treated, a hernia  
can get larger and lead to serious  
health complications. Symptoms  
can include a bulge in the abdominal  
or groin area or discomfort when  
lifting or bending over.

Find a surgeon near you. Call 888.704.5540  
or visit lakelandgeneralsurgery.com/hernia 
to learn more and request a consultation. 


